In addition to its wave rotation Reception Geometry sense, the direction of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) can also be measured with the plasma Figure I with the E-plane normal, and hence when the X antenna is perpendicular to E 2. 
, and which end of the X antenna happens to be pointing toward the source, the measured phase should thus be either O" or 180 ø . Subject to the usual hemiIn the limit of B approaching zero, which occurs for a source in the spin plane, the coefficient of tan a in equation (6) Equation ( 
Wave Rotation Sense
Corresponding to the same sign for b, but different signs for B, the first two solutions in Figure 2 Equivato these data. lent to exchanging the X and Z signals or inverting one of them, these two are not the same, nor Observations do they cancel one another.
As a consequence, it is necessary to check independently the polariza- in equation (5) Figure 3) , the observed discreparture from circular polarization (the minimum pancies of 20" or less would imply an angular ellipse axis ratio being roughly 1 + la/bl). precision of only a few degrees.
